
Chickens from concrete modelling clay
Instructions No. 2170

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

This pair of chickens is a great decoration for spring. In this tutorial we explain how to shape the chickens
from concrete modelling clay.

1. Knead well 1000 g of concrete modelling mass per chicken. Set aside some of the mass for the comb and beak.

2. Form the shape of a butternut pumpkin with your hands.

3. Shape the comb and beak and fix them to the chickens with a modelling brush. Smooth the surface with your finger and a
little water.

4. Once you are satisfied with the result, the mass must dry for at least 24 hours.

5. After the drying time, the chickens can be decorated with metal leaf. To do this, coat the surface with a little application
milk, pick up the metal leaf with a brush and apply it where you want it.

6. After the milk has dried, remove any excess metal leaf with a bristle brush. Finally, coat the surface with finishing varnish.

Erfahren Sie in unserem anschaulichen Video, wie einfach Blattmetall verwendet werden kann:



Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

11038 Concrete modeling clay, gray1000 g 2

14736 Silicone modelling brush set, 3 pieces 1

570183-01 VBS Leaf metal, 40 sheetsGold coloured 1

570183-02 VBS Leaf metal, 40 sheetsSilver coloured 1

570022 KREUL Gold leaf priming milk, 50 ml 1

570046 KREUL Coating varnish for leaf metal, 50 ml 1

Concrete modeling clay, gray, 1000 g

7,99 €
RRP 10,00 €
(1 kg = 7,99 €)

 Item
details

Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/concrete-modeling-clay-gray-a226190/
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